List of some Lebanese Diaspora Organizations and Clubs

Aramic Democratic Organization (Ardo)

Canadian Lebanese Christian Heritage Club (CLCHC)

Canadian Phoenician Canadian Lebanese Human Rights Federation (CLHRF)

Christian Lebanese Union in Britain CLUB

Community Services Club (CPCSC)

Ex Lebanese Forces Veteran Fighter in Diaspora (LFVF)

Guardians of the Cedars Club in Britain the International Committee for the Cedars
Revolution in Lebanon.

Lebanese Canadian Coordinating Council (LCCC)

National Council for the Cedars’ Revolution (WCRC)

New England Americans For Lebanon (NEAL)

Phoenician Club of Mississauga (PCOM)

Solidarity organization for Middle Ease Christians (SOMAC)

World Lebanese Cultural Union (WLCU)-Canadian Chapter

World Maronite Union-European Chapter (WMU-Europe)

WCLU Media Chairman for Spanish America
World US Maronite Union (WMUSAU)